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ent by the number of requests to publish its plan 
(Richard Bradley, Mike Parker Pearson and David 
Yates) or to analyse its artefactual or environmental 
assemblages. Material gleaned from King’s Dyke and 
Bradley Fen furnished parts of more than one PhD 
(Matthew Brudenell and Rob Law) along with several 
MPhil and undergraduate dissertations (Grahame 
Appleby, Manuel Arroyo-Kalin, Emma Beadsmoore, 
Tracey Pierre and Sean Taylor). We are grateful to 
those who expressed an interest and helped put our 
work into a much wider context.

An opportunity to think and read was extended 
to Mark Knight by the McDonald Institute for 
Archaeological Research. During time as Field 
Archaeologist in Residence in 2011 he was allowed 
to combine a bit of field with a bit of theory. This vol-
ume, or at least a large chunk of its theoretical input 
and product, represents an outcome of that time well 
appreciated and hopefully well spent. The main body 
of this text was completed in 2013, and was revised 
following comment in 2015 and 2018.

Finds were processed by Norma Challands, 
Jason Hawkes, Leonie Hicks, Gwladys Monteil and 
Sharon Webb. The graphics in this volume were pro-
duced by Andrew Hall with the assistance of Marcus 
Abbot, Michael Court, Vicki Herring, Donald Horne, 
Iain Forbes and Jane Matthews. Chloe Watson drew 
the log ladder and mallet. Studio photography was 
undertaken by Dave Webb, while onsite photography 
was undertaken by members of the excavation team. 
The text was edited by Iona Robinson Zeki, who tack-
led style in tandem with content, her interventions 
being astute as well as necessary. 

Special thanks are extended to Mark Edmonds 
and Francis Healy for reading (so thoroughly) and 
commenting (so cogently) on this monograph. In line 
with a major theme of this book, we gained from their 
depth. We also accept that we still have a great deal 
to learn about radiocarbon dating, especially if we 
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Being in the field at King’s Dyke and Bradley Fen 
was a process of sustaining a close engagement with 
context and circumstance. Much of the time we did 
this surrounded by the roar, exhausts and dust of 
heavy plant as it uncovered the ground in front of us 
or removed the ground behind us. The process was 
fairly rapid and there was a sense of things being 
done at a pace. Throughout, however, we tried to 
stay contextual and we achieved this largely by 
talking through our individual features, putting into 
words cuts, fills, layers and finds. Friday afternoons 
(invariably after chips) frequently involved walking 
around the site discussing each other’s postholes, pits, 
ditches and deposits. In this manner, we were able 
articulate and correlate different features and begin 
to recompose sites and landscapes. These grounded 
conversations occurred at the top of the contour, at 
King’s Dyke, and continued all the way to the bottom 
of the contour, at Bradley Fen. As we moved down, 
the depth and complexity of sediment increased and 
our postholes, pits, ditches and deposits became pro-
gressively better preserved. In these sunken spaces, 
upcast banks and mounds endured. Buried soil, silt 
and peat horizons intervened between things. All of 
these details amplified our comprehension or, what 
we called at the time, our ‘confidence in context’ – in 
this we came to be immersed.
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Combined, the King’s Dyke and Bradley Fen 
excavations established a near continuous transect 
across the Flag Fen Basin’s south-eastern gradient 
– the former exposing its very top, the latter its top, 
middle and base. The different elevations yielded 
different archaeologies and in doing so revealed a 
subtle correspondence between altitude and age. The 
summit of the gradient contained Roman as well as 
prehistoric features, whereas the mid-point contained 
nothing later than the early Middle Iron Age, and 
the base, nothing later than the very beginnings of 
the Middle Bronze Age. At the same time, there was 
a palpable relationship between altitude and preser-
vation. A shallow plough soil was all that protected 
the most elevated parts. The very base of the gradient 
however, retained a buried soil as well as silt and peat 
horizons contemporary with prehistoric occupation 
and which preserved surfaces, banks and mounds 
that were not present higher up. The same deposits 
also facilitated the preservation of organic remains 
such as wooden barriers, log ladders and a fragment 
of a logboat.

The large-scale exposure of the base of the 
Flag Fen Basin at Bradley Fen uncovered a sub-peat 
or pre-basin landscape. A landscape composed of 
dryland settlement features related to an earlier ter-
restrial topography associated with the now buried 
floodplain of the adjacent River Nene. Above all, the 
revelation of sub-fen occupation helped position the 
Flag Fen Basin in time as well as space. It showed 
that the increasingly wet conditions which led to its 
formation as a small fen embayment transpired at the 
end of the Early Bronze Age. In the same way, the new 
found situation dissolved any sense of an all-enduring 
and all-defining fen-edge and instead fostered a more 
fluid understanding of the contemporary environ-
mental circumstances. In this particular landscape 
setting wetland sediment displaced settlement as much 
as it defined it – the process was dynamic and ongoing. 

Summary

The King’s Dyke (1995–1999) and Bradley Fen 
(2000–2004) excavations occurred within the brick 
pits of the Fenland town of Whittlesey, Cambridge-
shire. The investigations straddled the south-eastern 
contours of the Flag Fen Basin, a small peat-filled 
embayment located between the East-Midland city of 
Peterborough and the western limits of the ‘island’ of 
Whittlesey. Renowned principally for its Bronze Age 
and Iron Age discoveries at sites such as Fengate and 
Flag Fen, the Flag Fen Basin also marked the point 
where the prehistoric River Nene debouched into the 
greater Fenland Basin.

In keeping with the earlier findings, the core 
archaeology of King’s Dyke and Bradley Fen was 
also Bronze Age and Iron Age. A henge, two round 
barrows, an early fieldsystem, bronze metalwork dep-
osition and patterns of sustained settlement along with 
metalworking evidence helped produce a plan similar 
in its configuration to that first revealed at Fengate. 
In addition, unambiguous evidence of earlier second 
millennium bc settlement was identified together with 
large watering holes and the first burnt stone mounds 
to be found along Fenland’s western edge.

The early fieldsystem, defined by linear ditches 
and banks, was constructed within a landscape pre-
configured with monuments and burnt mounds. 
Genuine settlement structures included three of Early 
Bronze Age date, one Late Bronze Age, ten Early 
Iron Age and three Middle Iron Age. Despite the 
existence of Middle Bronze Age wells, bone dumps 
and domestic pottery assemblages no contemporary 
structures were recognised. Later Bronze Age metal-
work, including single spears and a weapon hoard, 
was deposited in indirect association with the earlier 
land divisions and consistently within ground that 
was becoming increasingly wet. By the early Middle 
Iron Age, much of the fieldsystem had been subsumed 
beneath peat whilst, above the peat, settlement fea-
tures transgressed its still visible boundaries.



…simultaneity is mere appearance, surface, spectacle. Go deeper. Do not be afraid to disturb this surface, 
to set its limpidity in motion. (Lefebvre & Régulier 2004, 80)
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The perfect palimpsest

This is a book about the prehistoric archaeology of 
Bradley Fen and King’s Dyke. It is the first in a mul-
ti-volume series which tackles issues of scale, depth 
and time and which explores the dynamic transforma-
tion of a dry landscape into a wet landscape over the 
course of the Bronze Age and Iron Age. Some of these 
themes will be familiar from the existing narratives of 
the Flag Fen Basin and, to a certain extent, this volume 
represents another take on the prehistory of a locality 
reluctant to leave the spotlight in British Bronze Age 
studies: a place whose finds and features continue to 
challenge perceptions of this period. Nevertheless, 
it has not been written in an attempt to further flesh 
out the details of a well-rehearsed story. What is 
offered is a rather different narrative on the history 
of prehistoric occupation. There are elements which 
relate to the established Flag Fen Basin story and, at 
a broader scale, patterns in the wider transformation 
of the landscape which are paralleled across much of 
Southern Britain. However, of greater concern here is 
the way that these processes unfolded in the context of 
the lower Nene Valley and the Flag Fen Basin, where 
conditions were different and, as will be shown, a great 
deal more mutable than in other regions.

Detailed in this volume, the results of the Brad-
ley Fen and King’s Dyke excavations provide a new 
perspective on this dynamic landscape. This is in no 
small part due to the fact that these were the first 
major archaeological excavations on the southern side 
of the Basin. Most importantly, they were the first to 
explore the archaeology of the lower Basin contours 
at a scale bigger than a single test-pit or narrow trial 
trench. By virtue of its circumstance (a brick pit), 
Bradley Fen represented the largest single aperture 
made into the sediments of the Flag Fen Basin and the 
very first to properly explore spaces well below 1m 
OD. Certainly, archaeological firsts are synonymous 

with the well-documented history of fieldwork and 
discovery at Fengate and Flag Fen – the recognition 
of Peterborough Ware as a type (Evans 2009b, 34), the 
use of large earth-moving machinery in excavation 
(Pryor 1974a) and the discovery of the timber align-
ments (Pryor 1992) to name but a few. Yet, with the 
opposing Fengate foreshore now largely consumed by 
commercial development, the potential for this area to 
produce such firsts is drawing to a close and the baton 
of this ‘firsts tradition’ has now been handed to the 
investigations on the other side of the Basin.

Given this claim, it is no small irony that this 
volume is not the first published word on the Bradley 
Fen and King’s Dyke excavations. Indeed, discussions 
and plans of the site adorn the pages of several influ-
ential accounts of the British Bronze Age, including 
Richard Bradley’s The Prehistory of Britain and Ireland, 
Mike Parker Pearson’s Bronze Age Britain and David 
Yates’ Land, Power and Prestige (Fig. 1.1). In the world 
of development-led archaeology, it is still unusual to 
find the results of an as yet unpublished and ongoing 
project filtering their way into the wider narratives 
of British prehistory. Certainly, this form of dissem-
ination can benefit a project hugely by bolstering its 
academic profile and this one is no exception. The 
downside, however, is that is can also lead to a sense 
of over familiarity, so much so that, in this instance, 
there is a need to redress some of the interpretations 
that have found their way into print. 

Perhaps it was inevitable that an early dis-
semination of the Bradley Fen plan would lead to a 
predominantly spatial comprehension of its findings. 
At first sight, Bradley Fen seemed to have provided the 
ideal example of Bronze Age settlement: an ordered 
world of fields, roundhouses, burnt stone mounds 
and metalwork in pristine spatial articulation. Super-
ficially, it appeared to be the perfect, textbook-ready 
configuration, bringing together all the architectural 
components of the Bronze Age in a single, one-off 

Chapter 1

Introduction
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Chapter 1

Figure. 1.1. The Bradley Fen base plan in print: (1) Parker Pearson 2005, 98, fig. 87; (2) Yates 2007, 91, fig. 10.4; (3) 
Bradley 2007, 215, fig. 4.14. With its ordered world of fields, roundhouses, burnt stone mounds and metalwork, the plan 
appears to represent the perfect Bronze Age palimpsest. ‘Here on the fen-edge the full complexity of Bronze Age land 
use is revealed’ wrote Yates (2007, 91) and, beneath a schematic plan of the site, he added ‘the discovery of designated 
work zones for farm production and “industry-scale” processing shows the full nature of regimented land management’. 
The fullness of Bradley Fen featured in Richard Bradley’s Prehistory of Britain and Ireland as the ‘clearest example’ 
yet of settlement-edge metalwork deposition (2007, 214–15). Meanwhile, Parker Pearson’s description of the same plan 
allocated ‘boiling areas to individual landholdings’ and had the landholdings inhabited by roundhouses and storehouses 
(2005, 97–98) and for Evans, Bradley Fen offered an ‘extraordinary full (and dramatic) picture of the island’s fen-
edge landscape’ (2009b, 49). And throughout, our very own Aggregate Levy Sponsored website Unearthing the Past 
displayed the same perfect palimpsest where ‘a neat and neighbourly arrangement of houses, fields and waterholes was 
spread evenly along the eastern edge of the Flag Fen embayment’.

fen-edge performance. This instantaneousness – the 
impression that everything happened at once (just 
like the reconstruction in Fig. 1.2) – was part of the 
appeal of the original Bradley Fen site plan. Yet the 
switch from a purely spatial representation of Bradley 
Fen to something that incorporates the temporal is 
not something that can happen in an instant. Rather 
fittingly, it is a process that requires time and with it a 
level of deeper thinking or critical consideration. As a 
result, much of the emphasis in this book is given over 
to the disaggregation of components of the plan, in a 
concerted effort to recover their temporality.

The process of temporalizing the archaeology was 
rooted as much in a fine-grained understanding of 
context, topography and, in particular, the sedimenta-
tion of this landscape, as it was in conventional dating 
methods. As with most prehistoric sites, the archaeol-
ogy was extensive rather than intensive, with rarely 
any overlap or obvious superimposition between 
architectures. Features existed in relative isolation, 
or, worse, were located just close enough to amplify 
temporal ambiguity. Like stars in the sky, it is possible 
to make all manner of fascinating constellations from 
these, but in the background there remains a nagging 
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often overshadowed by the region’s renown for 
waterlogged preservation.

Back in the 1930s, however, members of the Fen-
land Research Committee were already conscious of 
the potential for Fenland’s deep sediment sequence 
to situate archaeological remains in actual vertical 
succession (Clark et al. 1935). First and foremost, it was 
Grahame Clark and Harry Godwin who recognized 
the implications of a deep accumulation of sediments 
forming commensurately with later prehistory in this 
context (Fig. 1.3; see also Smith 1994, 15, 41; 1997, 14). 
These, for Clark (1934, 144; our emphasis) provided 
‘the modern investigator with a delicate chronological scale 
against which successive cultures may be dated’. Similar 
sentiments were later echoed by Godwin (1978, 24; 
our emphasis) who emphasized that ‘in the period 
before absolute physical means of dating were available, the 
importance of such a background means of correlation and 
reference was immense’.

Although Clark’s ‘delicate chronological scale’ 
referred primarily to a series of geological deposits 
rather than a series of archaeological features, he was 

awareness that the things connected in space might 
actually be light-years apart in time. As such, it is easy 
to see how the spatial comes to eclipse the temporal 
in these situations.

If the investigations at the site of Bradley Fen 
taught us anything, it was that the outwardly hori-
zontal Fenland landscape is far from being flat and 
that even the subtlest changes in topography can 
have major temporal implications. After all, this was 
a landscape where the onset of increasingly damp 
conditions compelled people to migrate vertically. 
Essentially the history of Fenland was of a dry land-
scape that gradually but inexorably became wet and 
the movement of occupation up the contour occurred 
progressively over time. The fen-edge was a dynamic 
feature in that it was never static, always temporary. 
Consequently, the Flandrian sediments of the Fen 
Basin buried the prehistoric land surface at different 
points in time and space, thus providing a relative 
spatial-temporal scale for the archaeologist. Surely 
this is one of the great lures of Fenland archaeology, 
although the importance of this dynamic is all too 

Figure 1.2. Bradley Fen ‘reconstruction’ from Unearthing the Past by A. Hall (www.unearthingthepast.net).
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In more conventional circumstances such tem-
poral ‘deficiencies’ could only be remedied through 
extensive radiocarbon dating programmes. Here 
though, a subtle temporal scale was provided by the 
capacity of the peat and other Flandrian deposits of 
the Flag Fen Basin to intercede in time and space. 
Equally, there was also a dynamic correspondence 
between age and altitude. If anything, in this intrin-
sically time-transgressive environment radiocarbon 
assays act best as a kind of ‘control’ regulating its 
momentum as much as measuring individual points 
in time. Indeed, it can be argued that the King’s Dyke 
and Bradley Fen projects lack sufficient radiocarbon 
dates for the scale of the investigations and the small 
number of dates (22 in total) represent the absolute 
bare minimum required to elucidate the occupation 
sequence (Table 1.1). If in this volume, however, we 
succeed in tallying a limited number of fixed points in 
time with our particular understanding of the subtleties 
of this landscape edge, then any apparent shortfall 
will seem immaterial. As an example, amongst the 
17 radiocarbon dates attained for Bradley Fen there 
exists an age/altitudinal trend commensurate with the 
landscapes vertical trajectory. When the ‘deepest’ or 
lowest radiocarbon dates for each of the main periods 
discussed in this volume (Early Bronze Age, Middle 
Bronze Age, Late Bronze Age, Early Iron Age and 
Middle Iron Age) is plotted by age (earliest to latest) 
and by altitude (lowest to highest) we are presented 
with a gradient equivalent to the profile of the basin’s 
edge (Fig. 1.4). Most decisively, the age and altitude 
correspondence introduces a vertical dimension to our 
investigations which allows us to use the gradient of 
the basin as ‘a delicate chronological scale’. 

Crucially, through this process of temporalizing 
the archaeology, the illusions of contemporaneity in the 
Bradley Fen plan are gradually eroded. For some, the 

acutely aware from his excavations at Peacock’s Farm 
(Clark 1935) that in Fenland depth=time. Of course, 
Clark’s hand-dug excavations were on a very different 
scale to those at Bradley Fen and King’s Dyke. But in 
both contexts the successive accretion of sediments 
and the relationship of prehistoric remains to them, 
provided the means of articulating sequence.

On the lower contour of Bradley Fen, it was a 
period of nearly 1500 years of peat growth (commen-
surate with the later Bronze Age and much of the 
Iron Age) that provided this subtle temporal scale of 
‘correlation and reference’ which helped to temporal-
ize the prehistoric landscape. Since a dry space was 
progressively transformed into a wet space through 
inundation, spatially adjacent features could be sep-
arated in time on the simple basis of a presence or 
absence of peat. Similarly, it was recognized that the 
occurrence of waterlogged materials within a feature 
was contingent as much upon when it was made as 
where it was located. Whereas a low-lying Neolithic 
feature might have dried out long before the onset of 
localized saturation, an elevated Iron Age feature could 
have been waterlogged from the very moment it was 
opened. As a result, preservation through waterlogging 
became another valuable temporal attribute.

As excavation progressed down the fen-edge 
and became immersed in the different sediments that 
sealed, capped or filled features, any sense of temporal 
ambiguity was rapidly supplanted by a kind of tem-
poral clarity – a time-less landscape was, just like the 
peat, increasingly becoming time-full. In this space, a 
normative, regimented flat-palimpsest, with its compel-
ling impression of a single simultaneous occupation, was 
revealed to be the exact opposite: a historically vibrant 
succession of occupations. In essence, the ascendancy 
of space over time was gradually being rectified in the 
act tracing features down the (fen-)edge. 

Figure 1.4. Age/altitude 
correspondence of main periods 
for Bradley Fen.
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understanding of occupation in and around the Flag 
Fen Basin. As such, it serves as a kind of interpretive 
mirror to the excavations along the Fengate ‘shore-
line’ and the wisdom received from these earlier, 
ground-breaking projects. The qualities of the archae-
ology and contextual detail afforded by the excavation 
continued to displace assumptions and preconceptions; 
here was an archaeology that contradicted expectation 
and countermanded simple analogy or anecdote. 

It is also fair to say that the site not being in Fengate 
itself, but instead on the opposite side of the Flag Fen 
Basin, provides greater room for reflection, affording, 
quite literally, a vantage from which to look back across 
at Fengate (Fig. 1.5). Currently, King’s Dyke and Bradley 
Fen are situated south of the River Nene separated from 
Fengate and Flag Fen to the north, but in prehistory 
the Nene flowed much further to the south (Hall 1987, 
60) and these sites shared the same contextual setting 

pulling apart of things will only serve to muddy what 
was a well-ordered picture, or dilute the archaeology 
to such an extent that the low-density and low-finds 
recovery per period debase its wider value and sig-
nificance. These are not views shared by the authors. 
Instead, it is felt that there is more to be gained by 
detailing the qualitative rather than quantitative char-
acter of successive occupations in this space, be they 
for the most part extensive in nature. More impor-
tantly, it is from this very process of disaggregating 
the components of the site, and then rearticulating 
them in their temporal order, that a new history of 
occupation emerges. 

This history is the subject of this book, which, 
at its heart, explores how patterns of occupation, res-
idency and tenure were resolved and reworked in a 
mutable landscape. The findings not only challenge 
the published summaries of the site, but our very 

Table 1.1. Radiocarbon age determinations from King’s Dyke (KD) and Bradley Fen (BF).

Chapter Site Feature Feature type Service Material Lab. code δ13C (‰)

Conventional
radiocarbon 
age (bp)

Calibrated 
date (cal. bc)
95.4% 
confidence 

2

BF 1095 Burnt Mound 2 AMS Charcoal Beta-205541 -25.8 3770±40 2300–2120 & 
2100–2040

BF 1299 Structure 1 AMS Charcoal Beta-205539 -24.5 3690±40 2200–1950

KD 893 Pit-circle AMS Charred seed Beta-269134 -25.7 3530±40 1960–1750

BF 1284 Burnt Mound 4 AMS Charcoal Beta-205540 -25.9 3490±40 1910–1700

KD 749 Cremation AMS Calcined bone Beta-269131 -25.8 3430±40 1880–1630

BF 636 Structure 2 AMS Charred seed Beta-269126 -23.3 3390±40 1760–1610

BF 874 Burnt Mound 1 AMS Charcoal Beta-205533 -24.8 3360±40 1740–1530

KD 349 Structure 3 AMS Charred seed Beta-269130 -23.4 3360±40 1740–1530

BF 1148 Burnt Mound 3 AMS Charcoal Beta-205542 -27.5 3320±40 1690–1510

3

BF 892 Wattle fence AMS Wood Beta-269128 -29.6 3280±40 1650–1460

BF 1306 Fence-line Radio. Wood Beta-193848 -25.0 3220±60 1620–1390

BF 830 Body down well AMS Waterlogged 
seed Beta-269127 -26.4 3210±40 1590–1590 & 

1530–1410

BF 786 Hoard AMS Peat Beta-205535 -27.6 2970±40 1310–1040

BF 786 Hoard AMS Wood Beta-205536 -25.8 2940±40 1280–1010

BF 544 Bone pit AMS Carbonized 
residue Beta-269125 -28.7 2930±40 1270–1010

BF SF66 Shaft from spear AMS Wood Beta-205534 -26.4 2880±40 1190–930

4

BF 442 Roundhouse 4 AMS Charred seed Beta-205538 -24.2 2680±40 900–800

KD 61 Roundhouse 14 AMS Charred seed Beta-262624 -23.6 2460±40 770–410

BF 945 Waterhole AMS Wood Beta-262623 -27.2 2400±40
740–690 &  
660–640 & 
550–390

KD 495 Roundhouse 5 AMS Charred seed Beta-205544 -25.9 2370±40 520–380

5
BF 1011 Pit AMS Carbonized 

residue Beta-262621 -26.3 2220±40 390–180

BF 597 Pit AMS Charred seed Beta-262622 -22.6 2160±40 360–90
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Figure 1.5. Opposites sides: top, view of Fengate, Peterborough looking northwest from Whittlesey; bottom, view of 
King’s Dyke brickworks, Whittlesey looking southeast (King’s Dyke 1999 excavations in foreground).
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Figure 1.6. Site location indicating King’s Dyke and Bradley Fen in relation to Fenland, Peterborough and Whittlesey 
as well as the Fengate, Flag Fen and Must Farm investigations.
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the term site seems somewhat ill-fitting especially 
as the huge scale of these particular investigations 
incorporated so many different ‘sites’. In the cases of 
Bradley Fen and Fengate, site was not a perimeter but 
an opening – a space through which prehistory could 
be comprehended. Hence, the features which made 
up these landscapes, or indeed the landscapes them-
selves, can be understood as ‘fragments of distributed 
practice’ as opposed to a series of ‘place-bound and 
architecture-fixated’ sites (McFadyen 2008, 133). We 
resolved from the outset that our archaeology would 
be decentred and in no way preconditioned by its ‘Flag 
Fen Basin’ context. 

as well the same geology and a comparable range of 
contours (Figs 1.6 & 1.7). The history of archaeological 
investigation, however, stands in stark contrast. While 
Fengate boasts a long legacy of exploration, there have 
been relatively few investigations on the gravel terraces 
south of the Nene Washes. Unsurprisingly then, this 
publication looks primarily to Fengate for contextual 
comparison, albeit with a critical eye. 

Going in
As big sites, Bradley Fen and Fengate shared the same 
big picture perspective in that they both opened up vast 
expanses of prehistoric landscape. For this reason, 

Figure 1.7. Vertical view of Whittlesey brick pits 1975 (RC8-AT095 – Cambridge University Collection of Aerial 
Photography). The vertical photograph shows the location of the King’s Dyke and Bradley Fen excavation areas relative 
to the (partially flooded) Nene Washes as well as the (at the time) undiscovered Flag Fen and Must Farm ‘platforms’.
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process were regarded as counterparts. Movement 
was gleaned from both. 

Our interest in movement stems largely from an 
interest in duration and tenure. By duration, we mean 
lived time (history, practice and expectation) and by 
tenure, the conditions under which land was held or 
occupied (with an emphasis on occupied). As themes, 
duration and tenure are closely related, especially when 
it comes to explicating landscapes made up of features 
like round barrows, fieldsystems and settlement. The 
criteria of what constitutes settlement along with scales 
of permanency represent crucial questions and both 
are understood as being related to issues of archaeo-
logical visibility. Our search for movement was also 
a search for temporal-spatial stability – essentially we 
looked for places where movement coalesced. Envi-
ronment was central to the interpretation. Especially 
with regard to how people lived with, or were caught 
up in, its changeability. As the reader will discover, 
the relationship between sediment and settlement, 
or texture and tenure, could be as dynamic as it was 
dramatic; in fen country, an appreciation of sediment’s 
ability to mediate is often the key to success.

We chose to truncate our temporal perspective 
and concentrate on the archaeology best elucidated 
by our similarly (and arguably far more arbitrarily) 
truncated spatial perspective. In this way, we were able 
to sharpen our interpretive focus. The timespan of this 
more cogent landscape exposition was approximately 
2300 years, starting at the very end of the Late Neo-
lithic and ending at the very start of the Late Iron Age. 
Thus, this volume covers the Bronze Age (2400–800 
cal bc) and the Early/Middle Iron Age (800–100 cal bc). 
A summary of the earlier and later remains appears 
in the next chapter.

On the face of it, our title ‘Pattern and Process’ has 
more than a whiff of processual archaeology about it. 
This is a little misleading, as within the context of this 
book, ‘Pattern’ is taken as another word for composition 
and ‘Process’, as another word for articulation. King’s 
Dyke and Bradley Fen were composed of numerous 
features which we as archaeologists helped articulate. 
We achieved this principally through the practice of 
excavation, but also through the practice of writing. 
By articulating composition, we hope also to have 
unfolded past movement. In this sense, pattern and 



Pattern and Process
The King’s Dyke and Bradley Fen excavations occurred within the brick pits of 
the Fenland town of Whittlesey, Cambridgeshire. The investigations straddled the 
south-eastern contours of the Flag Fen Basin, a small peat-filled embayment located 
between the East-Midland city of Peterborough and the western limits of Whittlesey 
‘island’. Renowned principally for its Bronze Age discoveries at sites such as Fengate 
and Flag Fen, the Flag Fen Basin also marked the point where the prehistoric River 
Nene debouched into the greater Fenland Basin.

A henge, two round barrows, an early fieldsystem, metalwork deposition 
and patterns of sustained settlement along with metalworking evidence helped 
produce a plan similar in its configuration to that revealed at Fengate. In addition, 
unambiguous evidence of earlier second millennium bc settlement was identified 
together with large watering holes and the first burnt stone mounds to be found 
along Fenland’s western edge. 

Genuine settlement structures included three of Early Bronze Age date, one 
Late Bronze Age, ten Early Iron Age and three Middle Iron Age. Later Bronze Age 
metalwork, including single spears and a weapon hoard, was deposited in indirect 
association with the earlier land divisions and consistently within ground that was 
becoming increasingly wet.

The large-scale exposure of the base of the Flag Fen Basin at Bradley Fen 
revealed a sub-peat or pre-basin landscape related to the buried floodplain of an 
early River Nene. Above all, the revelation of sub-fen occupation helped position  
the Flag Fen Basin in time as well as space.
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